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The Dura Europos murals are
fundamental in understanding the
history of Jewish art. Displayed in the
National Museum, Damascus, Syria,
this cycle of frescos demonstrate an
“iconographical language that is a
fully developed narrative art” with
“no antecedents…” There are no
less than 14 major scenes and many
additional fragments on the walls of
this ancient synagogue. Well-known
Torah narratives are fully depicted in a
complex and often didactic style. They
were painted sometime around 245 CE
in the Roman frontier town of Dura on
the edge of the Euphrates River. The
town was overrun and destroyed by
the Persians in 256 CE and forgotten
until the British accidentally uncovered
it in 1920.
The western wall is the most complete
with at least 12 large narrative panels
visible. It is anchored in the center with
the Torah niche depicting a stylized Temple, closed
aron, Temple Menorah and a lulav and esrog. This
became the archetypical depiction of the Messianic
Third Temple in synagogue representations for the
next 300 years. Included on the Torah niche is the
Binding of Isaac. The ram is tied to a small tree at
the bottom of the image while Abraham stands at
the ready with a large knife. Isaac is atop the altar,
while a heavenly hand stops the sacrifice. The figure
standing in a tent doorway in the upper right may
very well represent Sarah’s apprehensive reaction to
the apparent fate of her only son. “This scene is
the first attempt in Jewish art to transpose a literary
account into visual form.”
The figure of Moses is the most frequently depicted
individual in the Dura paintings. Exodus subject
matter dominates the upper right of the western
wall. The giant figure of Moses is here seen four

togas, Greek chitons and Parthian dress co-existed
on the very same street. Hebrew was their secondary
language used primarily for worship and study.
They would have spoken Aramaic with Greek, Latin
and Parthian for reasons of commerce, as they
were merchants and tradesmen living in an urban
community. The dominant Greco-Roman visual
language, including advertising and pagan ritual art,
was something they encountered on a daily basis.
The art of Dura shows us that instead of shunning,
or merely copying, this community took GrecoRoman and Persian influences and put them to
Jewish purpose. Jews throughout history have done
this by absorbing “foreign” ideas and appropriating
the dominant culture around them. Marc Chagall’s
White Crucifixion (1938) depicting Jesus in the
context of the shtetl as a Jew with payot, tallit and
Jewish features, and Irving Berlin’s White Christmas
as the transformation of a Christian holiday into a
secular festival about snow are but two relatively
recent examples.
Biblical Judaism was dead and the rise of Rabbinical
Judaism insured new practices, ideas and emphasis.
Instead of cultic practices, now vanished with the
destruction of the Temple, the new emphasis was
on text. According to Raphael Patai and others, the
Dura images of Moses at the Miraculous Well, The
Finding of Moses and Elijah and the Prophets of
Baal show that these Jews were familiar with stories
from contemporary midrashic literature. This in
itself is a revolutionary use of Jewish text for its time,
taking classical art and rendering it “Modern” for its
audience. It should be noted that as contemporary
Jewish artists, one of our goals is to make visual
commentary, i.e. midrashim; to create a dialogue
with Jewish narratives and elevate the visual within
Jewish culture. Clearly the community of Dura is
our earliest antecedent for piercing stereotypes of
both Jewish and pagan culture.
Scholars differ as to the purpose of Dura, its
religious practices and beliefs or even if it was
Jewish artists who actually did the frescos. Were
most of these images designed all at once by a single
aesthetic sensibility or rather in a piecemeal fashion
over time as the requirements of the community
grew and changed by donor request? The probable
organic growth of the Dura murals is echoed in
contemporary Jewish Art.
Contemporary Jewish Art is an evolving response
to a complex historical process. The definition of
“Jewish” Art really rests on how we define what is

Along the northern wall are the
narratives of Ezekiel. The “Hand of
God” appears at eye level many times
in this long extended panel. These
images flesh out one of Ezekiel’s
most explicit messianic prophecies of
national redemption (Ezekiel 37). We
see Ezekiel taken by his hair and placed
in the valley of the dry bones. Then he
is ordered to prophesy to the bones,
here imagined as disembodied heads,
hands and feet. We see Ezekiel again
standing over three figures about to be
resurrected upon the arrival of three
butterfly-winged angels descending
nearby.

times; his staff raised high, leading the armed
Israelites, surveying the drowned Egyptians, and
finally touching his staff to the sea as it parts.
Twice along the very top of the panel the “Hand
of God” is directing the miraculous events. The
Exodus panels, comprising three episodes, feature
a boldly heroic Moses working in tandem with an
invisible God to present a triumphant image of
Jewish victory over pagan oppressors.
Directly below the Exodus panel is the extensive
depiction of Rescuing Moses.
Here, Pharaoh
orders the midwives to kill the Jewish male infants.
We see the infant Moses twice; once being held
by Pharaoh’s daughter in the water and then held
by two women, presumably Miriam and Jocheved.
They are dressed identically as the midwives
and probably reflect the contemporary midrash
(Shemos Rabba 1:16).

Jewish. Is it a culture, an ethic identity or a religion?
Can it be defined as a nation without borders in exile
as it was before the State of Israel? Or is it defined
best as a civilization? Jewish artists educated within
the framework of Western art are familiar with
Italian or French art. They may even understand
Muslim or Byzantine art. Yet within these constructs
of national borders, religion and empire, Jewish art
is a concept tantalizing but untested, indistinct and
unsure of itself in such esteemed company. Beyond
issues of mere definition, there is the issue of how
Jewish artists educated in secular society can practice
an art that relates to religion at all. The American
assimilationist paradigm insisted that Jewish Art
was a contradiction in terms, perhaps an assault on
taste itself. Why proceed to make Jewish art today?
Like the ancient audience of Dura, we live in at least
two distinct cultures at once. Contemporary Jews live
in Western culture and learned the visual language
of Greco-Roman paganism as the basis for Western
Art. They have been schooled in Modernism and
postmodernism, two movements that have strong
parallels within the very fabric of Jewish history.
Such developments as Modern Orthodoxy,
Haskalah and Reform show that Judaism needs
no prompting to be timely or modern. But most
importantly, this particular group of Jews struggles
to resolve their religious origins within their status
as contemporary artists in America. Therefore Dura
becomes the benchmark for Jewish Art as a true
source, one that reflects the concerns, aspirations
and anxieties of the Jewish community at large.
The creation of plastic arts usually requires the
existence of other, earlier plastic arts as prototype.
We have Dura setting a true parameter for Jewish
art. In many ways their community is ours, pushing
Jews to look into the past and setting new images
of Jewish identity, at once strange and strangely
familiar. Most pointedly the Dura Europos
Project was conceived as a speculation in Jewish
artistic identity that would serve as an educational
opportunity for both artists and their audience.
We have endeavored to create an environment that
would reflect Dura within a sacred space. Utilizing
the exhibition space of the Philadelphia Museum of
Jewish Art, each artist created a panel 30 inches by
30 inches, based on the narratives in the Dura cycle.
This historical experiment employed the traditional
Jewish exhortation to “Remember,” specifically to
imagine what it was like to be a Jew in the town of
Dura during the third century CE. For us it can

Another two images of the prophet
Ezekiel are seen in Roman costume.
They frame what is the actual subject
of the panel, the return of the 10 lost
tribes; here ten men in togas represent
the resurrection of the Children of
Israel in the time of the Messiah.
Once we understand the subject and its details this
panel leaps alive in dialogue with the Elijah panels
across the room. The meaning seems clear: God
will resurrect us as a nation and individually in the
time to come. The miraculous devastation of the
Philistines depicted in these paintings again glorifies
the Jewish god over pagan deities.
The Jewish community of Dura Europos was a
community in exile, a tolerated minority within the
greater Roman and Parthian world. They lived in the
Diaspora longing for the Messiah and, as evidenced
in their frescos, for the reinstitution of the Temple
in Jerusalem.
Dura Jews lived in a multi-cultural society of many
beliefs and practices. There was a Christian church
nearby as well as Greek, Roman and Parthian
temples in the area. As the murals show, Roman

be a tool to discover what it means to be a Jewish
artist today. We hope to open Jewish artists up to
the possibilities of a radical artistic vision, where
Jewish artists are central players.
When artists create, we take on a cultural
responsibility. As Jewish artists we engage in
employing the rich Jewish textual tradition as part
of the creative act. The Dura Europos Project is
a summation, a love letter in dialogue with artists,
the Jewish past and bold new world of creativity.
It creates a space where artists can be both artists
and Jews. It is the initial step in making contact with
artworks from over 1700 years ago and, instead of
archeological remains, we have found ourselves.
Sources:
Jewish Art by Gabrielle Sed-Rajna, 1997, Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Publishers
photographs by Maurice Le Palud, July 29, 1933 from wikimedia.org
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